
“Our power bill went from $510 to $70...”
We live in a large 5x3 with a pool. Most days 
we now only use around 4 units off the grid. At 
this rate we will pay our outlay within 5 years. 
Without SENEC  you are literally wasting so 
much energy. If you are a high  consumer like 
our family, SENEC just makes sense. Also, 
the SENEC App is amazing. If you have solar 
panels, get yourself a SENEC!
Rosalie Beveridge | Western Australia

“I saved $250 within my first bill with SENEC”
I live in a 4x2 in Stoneville and I didn’t realise 
that solar panels only become perfect with a 
SENEC system. Within just my first electricty 
billing cycle my power bill went from $450 to 
$200. That’s a saving of $250 already! Can’t 
wait to see how much I save next time.
Mike Mahon | Western Australia

“My electricity bill went from $250 to $40”
I saved $210 in the first month as compared 
to just solar panels. I live in a 3x3 in Adelaide 
and being green, independent of the grid and 
having such a massive reduction in my power 
bills is an amazing feeling and its all thanks 
to my SENEC. If you want to reduce your costs 
solar panels aren’t enough. I HIGHLY encour-
age you to get a SENEC Solar Battery.
Dr Andrew Michael | South Australia

“My power bill went from $700 to $70. WOW!”
There was one cycle where my power bill was 
negative. Your solar panels are missing the 
bang for the buck without one of these. We 
have so much sunshine, it would be silly to 
not make the most of it with a SENEC Battery. 
Thanks to the SENEC app I know exactly how 
much power is being produced and used at all 
times. It really is an amazing product!
Wayne Spilsbury | Western Australia



“We saved $507 within the first billing cycle”
We live in a large 4x3 and the impact our 
SENEC solar battery is having on our power 
bills is significant over and above what we  
receive through REBS. Our bills went from 
$800 to $293.62. The My SENEC App is so 
good as I can see exactly how much energy we 
are generating, storing and using at any time. 
Paul Duffy | Western Australia

“Got solar panels? You need SENEC ASAP!”
Our power self-sufficiency has increased a LOT 
more than just having solar panels. Our bills 
were around $800 and within our first billing 
cycle was already 50% less than the previous 
bills in two months. SENEC fit so well into our 
home and doesn’t take up much space. Got 
solar panels? You need to get a SENEC asap.
John Edmondson | Western Australia

“Very very happy with my SENEC battery”
I live in a house in Edgewater, Western 
Australia and even this a new addition to our 
home there is no doubt in my mind that I 
made a great decision getting a SENEC to go 
with our solar panels. I can already feel how 
this is going to beneift my home and save me 
money. I am very very happy.
Nigel Parker | Western Australia

“SENEC solar battery is the way of the future”
We used 808 units of power last September 
($291.84), and the most recent was for just 63 
units ($83.26). Our daily usage in September 
2018 was 13 units, and it averages 1 unit a day 
now! I have recommended a SENEC battery 
to many friends and colleagues. Great for the 
planet and for reducing power bills, especially 
for a sun-blessed city like Perth!
Noel English | Western Australia
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